Directions: From US 54 in El Dorado Springs, go north on Rt. H about 12 miles to the junction with CR 200. The entrance is just west of Rt. H, on CR 200. CR 200 continues west into Schell-Osage CA.

When to Visit/Species to Expect: Anytime, but migration and cool months are best. The grass and few trees harbor a few species; the draw for the area is the Osage River and any birds feeding or moving along it.

Features of interest to birders: Osage River for summering swallows, migrating terns and gulls and waders. Entrance road goes through grassland.

Toilets: None

Camping: Primitive at the parking lot

Hazards/Limitations: None noted

Nearby Birding Sites: Schell-Osage CA, Taberville Prairie CA, Linscomb WA, Wah-Kon-Tah Prairie